
2020-10-22 Sundry topics U3A in Bath

Discussion comments by Andy Pepperdine
This document will cover a number of disparate items we discussed, not in any real depth.

File associations
This issue turned up recently because Foxit, a pdf reader, had overridden the default application for 
pdf files, and was not behaving as the user wanted.

In Ubuntu-based systems, to modify the default association of an application with a type of file, use 
the file browser to locate a file for the type you want to change. Then right-click and select 
Properties from the context menu.

Under the Open With tab, you will find a list of files, starting with the default, and then other 
recommended programs, and finally all others it knows about.

Select the one you want, and close. To change the default permanently, then also hit the Set as 
Default button before closing.

Also, if you have need to define an application for an otherwise unknown file type, then you may 
also enter a command line to be invoked on opening the file.

The icon next to the command input bar opens a browser for you to find the application you want if 
it is not one of the standard ones.

Docking toolbars in LibreOffice
The other day I accidentally undocked a toolbar in LO Math, and thought I would say here how to 
re-establish it in a docked position again.

When the toolbar is visible as a floating window, then use the cursor to drag the top grey bar of the 
pane to the place you want it to go. Perhaps to one edge or the other, or to the top. When the cursor 
approaches the appropriate edge, a box will suddenly appear which will show where the box will be
placed. You can then release the pane and it will snap into position.

Note that just sliding the pane to the edge and releasing will not work. You must see the extra box 
before releasing the pane. And the box does not appear until the cursor, not just the pane, reaches 
the desired position.

Linux Kernels
There have been a number of new kernels released recently, and if you have been installing them all
one after the other, perhaps it is time to remove some of them to save space, especially if you put 
them all into the .boot partition and kept that area small.
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As a reminder, here is an easy way to do it on Linux Mint. Open the update manager, either by 
clicking on the shield in the system applet tray, of find it in the menu under Administration.

Then go to View → Linux Kernels. There will be a warning screen, so be careful from here on, 
although it is difficult to actually completely mess up your system.

You will then get a list of versions of kernels available, and it will say what is installed. Examine all
the generations in the left pane to be sure you see all of them.

There will be one marked Active. That is the one actually running at the time. Next take a note of 
the next most recent kernel version in that list, that is marked as Installed.

It is prudent always to keep at least one other kernel around apart from the currently active one in 
case of problems.

To tidy up the kernels, hit the button Remove Kernels. It will then provide a list of all installed, but 
not active, kernels in the system.

NOTE: You should probably untick the kernel you noted as the most recently installed but ot active 
one. (Otherwise it will clean everything out except the active one.)

Then hit Apply and wait for it to do its stuff, and you are done.

File Transfer
To transfer large files from one person to another, e-mail is not suitable. Mozilla had created a 
service, but now seems to have withdrawn it, and so open source versions are not easy to come by. 
If you know of any, let me know.

The one we used recently was wetransfer available here: https://wetransfer.com/

It needs an e-mail address, but does not require an account for up to 20GB. It keeps the files for a 
week, and gives you a link to send to the other party to retrieve them again.

You can send a collection of files in one go – it automatically bundles them into a zip file for the 
recipient to unpack.

Thunderbird will automatically prompt you to use a file transfer site if the attachment is over a 
certain size. This size is changeable at Menu → Preferences → Preferences → Attachments 
→Outgoing, where you can also add a file transfer mechanism. There seems to be Wetransfer in by 
default, but clicking on the “Find more providers” link shows some more add-ons that will link to a 
cloud storage facility that you may already have, such as Dropbox.

Adding the filelinking add-on (it is not there by default, but you add it in the Attachments dialog 
above), will make a change to TB’s behaviour when attaching large files. A message appears at the 
bottom of the window, prompting you whether you really want to send such an attachment. One of 
the options is Link, hitting this will then automatically upload to your chosen cloud storage (e.g. 
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Wetransfer), and supply a link that it includes in the message, which you then send as normal. The 
recipient can then down load by clicking on the link in the message.

Sane Project
Scanning is still not an easy matter, although progress is being made. The site that purports to say 
what is supported is this one: http://sane-project.org/sane-supported-devices.html

However, when I have looked at this in the past (alright I know it’s a challenge to have looked at it 
in the future), it has not been kept up to date, and the information can be misleading to wrong. But it
appears to be best summary. The newest versions of hardware are never listed, as they will not have 
been tested, and manufacturers have a habit of making significant changes to their products, which 
means the page is most useful when looking at second hand equipment – a less than ideal situation.

HP have good support for Linux, and their hplip product will provide the necessary drivers and 
facilities you will need. There is a version of hplip in the repositories of most Linux distributions, 
and it handles both scanning and printing.

Resizing images
There are a number of useful programs to resize images, mostly using the command line, which 
enables many files to be handled at once.

First, though, the GUI method, via gwenview. This will probably have to be installed from your 
package manager, certainly that is so for Mint. Then when you open an image file with gwenview, 
under Edit there are a number of simple editing options, one of which is Edit → Resize. This asks 
for the new dimensions in pixels, and by default it retains the aspect ratio. It also has the useful 
property that any metadata is retained in the transformation, which is not true for many resizing 
programs.

An easier method is available to distributions which use nautilus as the file manager, where there is
an add-on to do the job by a right click. I have not tried this, but instructions can be found at: 
https://itsfoss.com/resize-images-with-right-click/

However, that handles only one image at a time. To batch them, a command line or script is 
necessary. The image manipulation programs can be found in these packages: imagemagick, 
netpbm, and libjpeg-progs. Typically it is necessary to convert to a .pnm format, do the resize, and 
convert back again. For example a sequence such as

jpegtopnm “filename” | pnmscale “scale-options” | pnmtojpeg

This will lose the metadata, but that can be restored by use of the exif option on the conversion 
steps. The man pages are full of useful information to set the scaling options and other features of 
these adaptable programs.

I have a number of scripts which I could adapt if anyone wants them.
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Video contact
We mentioned a number of possible programs to allow video “contact” with someone else. This is a
non-exhaustive list, most of which are not open source, unfortunately.

These are in nom particular order:

whereby : https://whereby.com/ uses a standard browser, built in Norway

duo  (from Google) : https://duo.google.com/about/ typically a mobile app

skype (Microsoft) : https://www.skype.com/en/ mostly on mobile devices

jitsi : https://meet.jit.si/ open source, but needs a Chrome/Chromium browser

zoom : https://zoom.us/ US company, but now very popular

teams (Microsoft) : https://teams.microsoft.com/uswe-01/downloads but has a Linux client

There are many other contenders, as this page in Wikipedia indicates, but is not complete: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_video_telecommunication_services_and_product_brands

Space usage quickly
To get a quick overview of how full your various partitions are and where space is going, then  this 
command line will do the trick:

df -h

and look at how full each part is.

A quick way of getting a terminal open, which works on many Linux distributions is the key 
combination: Ctlr-Alt-T.
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